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TDP x-Ray is a useful and reliable visual tool intended for disk space administration. It has been designed to simplify the work
with high-capacity data storage containing millions of files. TDP x-Ray displays a clear graph representing the disk image*,

from which you can clearly and immediately recognize folders and files occupying the most space. In the graph, you can filter
and display selected files meeting specified criteria (the file name or type, time period, in which the respective file was

modified or created, a user name). The User Statistics mode allows checking how much space individual users take on a disk.
To easily visualize the entire disk space, a special "sunburst" graph is used, which is a round diagram with multiple levels. The
graph levels correspond with the structure of the selected disk or folder. The size of specific parts corresponds with the size of
the respective file or folder in comparison with the other files on the disk. The largest files and folders take the most space on
the screen, which makes them easy to identify. Part colors are selected so that two adjacent colors always differ. Directly from
the graph, files or folders can be placed into the thrash bin or removed entirely, opened and viewed in the Explorer or opened

in an associated application, or it is possible to view the Properties information window. Any displayed data, which means
those that you can see in a graph at a specific moment, can be exported and subsequently reloaded (for example, at a different
workstation). You can browse through the imported data graph or you can apply filters on it. You can also work with exported

data in a table processing application. Here are some key features of "TDP x Ray Pro": ? Clear round graph displaying the
occupation of the space on a disk ? Large files or folders can be identify immediately ? Optimized for large disks with millions

of files ? Graph displaying the size of files / folders or user-based utilization of space ? Possibility to filter and display in a
graph only files with a specific name, date of creation / modification or files created by a specific user ? Easy movement within

the folder structure of a disk  immediate information about the occupation of a specific part of a disk ? Possibility to open a
file in the Explorer or to view properties directly from a graph ? Deleting files / moving them into the thrash bin directly from

a graph ? Searching for
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TDP x-Ray can display and graphically view any local or remote Windows file or folder. Detection criteria: TDP x-Ray shall
detect the differences between the local and remote folder image (mismatched) and shall apply the following action for such

detected folder: ? It shall display a x-ray graph of the local disk image, which shall be enlarged and show the image of a
selected folder on the remote disk (and vice versa) ? TDP x-Ray shall display the detailed property window of the selected

file/folder in the Windows Explorer with the following information displayed: ? File / folder type ? File/folder size in bytes ?
User / group name ? File/folder date and time of creation / modification ? Linking of local and remote files/folders in TDP x-

Ray * = as an example, an image of a local hard disk with a "/windows" directory and a "/c Program Files" directory shall
show as below TDP x-Ray shall display file details as follows: Local File: Files/folders with the same name. Size of files and

folders in bytes. Properties Window: Date/Time of creation/modification. User / Group name. Size of file / folder in bytes.
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Owner name / group. Whether the file was deleted or not from the disk. TDP x-Ray uses the Windows API functions to
process the file system and for dynamic display and navigation through the Explorer in an efficient way. TDP x-Ray does not

require special privileges to work with the local or network disk. TDP x-Ray shall not be available under the "compressed
image" type.A while ago I started answering this question on my blog (via my friend and frequent commenter Harman) and I

have now posted the results here. I have included the original Stack Exchange question with the answers as well. A while ago I
asked this question on my blog, and a number of people have replied. I am now going to post the results of that here. It is the

question that prompted me to start thinking about the question and working out what I think the answers should be. The
question comes from my new KsDB, the knowledge storage and retrieval system that I have now added to my blog. .kdb>

#KsDB b7e8fdf5c8
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TDP x-Ray Pro is a powerful yet easy-to-use disk space analyser. It allows you to accurately and efficiently visualize the exact
amount of disk space used by users in a specific folder or on a disk. TDP x-Ray Pro displays a clear graph with information
about the occupation of a folder or disk. Additionally, you can filter files by their names, creation and modification dates, user
names, attributes (type of file) or user statistics. TDP x-Ray Pro offers several ways to navigate and analyze your disk space: -
You can open selected files or folders right from the x-Ray Pro application. - You can also use the Tree View to view the entire
folder structure of a disk. You can select the folder under the cursor and have information about its size and level of details
displayed right in the Tree View. The Tree View expands and collapses. - You can also browse the selected folder structure in
a Tree View right from the x-Ray Pro application. You can search for the folder under the cursor. - You can also use the
selected folder for making a regular file search right from the x-Ray Pro application. - You can also load a selected folder or
disk into Explorer or your default browser to browse the respective disk. To do this, TDP x-Ray can be launched from the
context menu of Explorer or your default browser. - You can export the data as a CSV file from the respective screen. You can
later import this CSV file back into TDP x-Ray. Requirements: This product is distributed in the following package: 1) The
installer 2) TDP x-Ray 3) TDP x-Ray Pro 4) User guide 5) License agreement Main features: A) User Statistics The User
Statistics mode allows checking how much disk space individual users use. The graphs display the data for all users on a disk
or folder. B) Tree View View the entire folder structure of a disk. You can select the folder under the cursor and have
information about its size and level of details displayed right in the Tree View. The Tree View expands and collapses. C)
Search for the selected folder You can search for the selected folder in the entire disk. You can select one of the user-specific
folders (as well as non-users) and have information about their size and level of details displayed right in the Search Window.
D) Quick files search You can open

What's New In TDP X-Ray Pro?

User Statistics shows the utilization of disk space for all users. TDP x-Ray is a reliable application for disk space
administration. It is the most easy way to quickly identify the biggest files on a hard drive. TDP x-Ray allows you to quickly
find and delete the biggest files, to compare the space of all files on the hard disk and to find out which user or group of users
uses most disk space on a hard disk. Clients are granted "write once" copy (i.e. permission to make a copy of the file and keep
a copy for their own use without the right to distribute copies of the file or to make derivative works.) In all cases, clients are
granted the "x" copy right (i.e. permission to make an unlimited number of complete or partial copies of the file.) If the right is
registered in the registry, the computer's use of the file system or the network is not affected, only the client's use of the file
(and its copied sub-files) is affected. The network share's rights are unchanged. The granting of these rights, if any, is by
contract between the Registry Key owner and the client, not by the Registry. When you save a file containing the registry key
in an appropriate Registry location, the Registry Key owner contracts with the client to grant the client the rights in the file
(assuming you didn't change the rights in the registry). When rights are granted to the client, you cannot revoke those rights
and you can not use that file for any other purpose than the client's purposes. For example, when a client has permission to read
a file, you cannot use that file to drive a file server. If you want to give specific permissions to a file you need to manually
search for the file and the files contained in it, and then to add the appropriate key and value to the registry. This is because the
"Applications in Win32/MUI" program won't let you create a key or value for the file or folder. TDPxRay is a fast and easy
way to search and delete files that take up too much space on your computer. With TDPxRay you can not only delete files that
take up too much space, but also files that have already been deleted by you or other programs. If the file or folder selected has
already been deleted, TDPxRay will show you the last instance of the file or folder on your
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP (SP3) Windows Vista or Windows 7 (SP1 or SP2) CPU: Any RAM: 1 GB CD/DVD: Available
DVD: Available Adobe Reader 10 or later CD-ROM: CD Processor: Any Hard Disk: 1GB DVD: DVD Microsoft Office 2003
or later Flash 9.0 or later Sound: CD-ROM or sound card Description:
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